
425Chapter 13. Population and Health: Living on Spaceship Earth

Many factors create change in a society. Some of them 
contribute to change in a particular direction, and 

others retard change. The next chapter examines the larger 

picture of social transformation in our complex and multi-
leveled social world.

What Have We Learned?

Population trends, including migration resulting in urban-
ization, provide a dynamic force for change in societies. 
Whether one is interested in understanding social problems 
such as environmental degradation, social policy, or factors 
that may affect one’s own career, demographic processes are 
critical forces. We ignore them at our peril—as individu-
als and as a society. Family businesses can be destroyed, 
retirement plans obliterated, and the health of communities 
sabotaged by population factors if they are overlooked. If 
they are considered, however, they can enhance planning 
that leads to prosperity and enjoyment of our communities.

Key Points:

•	 Population analysis (called demography) looks at the 
makeup of a population and how the trends and the 
composition of a population affect the society at each 
level of analysis. (See pp. ___–____.)

•	 The planet-wide increase in the human population’s fer-
tility is stunning. Implications for adequate resources to 
support life are illustrated in the population pyramids. 
(See pp. ___–____.)

•	 Various theories explain causes of the rapid growth, 
ranging from medical technology to cultural factors, but 
the demographic transition is key. (See pp. ___–____.)

•	 Many institutions affect and are affected by fertility and 
mortality rates at the meso level—especially health care 
issues such as infant mortality, spread of various dis-
eases, and life expectancy. (See pp. ___–____.)

•	 Migration is also an important issue for the society—
whether the migration is international or internal—for 
it can change the size, distribution, and composition of 
a nation’s citizenry. (See pp. ___–____.)

•	 Population patterns can also affect individual decisions 
at the micro level, from career choices to business deci-
sions to programs that will affect retirement possibili-
ties. (See pp. ___–____.)

•	 The migration pattern that causes urbanization has cre-
ated a series of problems that are related to health, 
mortality, environmental destruction, and global climate 
change, yet cities remain a draw because of prospects 
for jobs. (See pp. ___–____.)

Discussion Questions

1. Why is it important for policy makers to understand the 
demographic trends in their nation? Why should you 
be interested in such knowledge? How might it impact 
your understanding of and positions on issues related to 
(a) immigration, (b) education, (c) health care, and (d) 
Social Security legislation?

2. How many children (if any) do you think you would 
(ideally) like to have? Why? What might make this (ide-
al) number change? 

3. What are some examples of (a) pronatalist and (b) antin-
atalist policies? Do you approve of such policies? Why or 
why not? How might your perspective differ depending 
on the demographics of your particular nation?

4. How is the social status of girls and women related to 
a society’s ability to control population growth? How 
might you use this information to promote gender 
equality in your country if you were a male leader in the 
government of an overcrowded nation? A female leader?  

5. What are some of the major reasons people leave their 
country of origin and move to another? Have you ever 
done so? Why? If not, under what circumstances would 
you be willing to leave the country in which you were 
born and move to another?




